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12:11 Orange Hall targeted in Tyrone 

11:58 Home repossessions on the increase 

11:15 Diary from the Somme 

08:25 Aer Lingus crisis talks to be held 

08:19 Man arrested over Devine murder 

08:16 Stone verdict due to be delivered 

08:00 ETA terrorist due in Belfast court 

00:09 Second Life affair leads to 

00:09 Tube Lines boss named next 

00:09 Farmers accuse supermarkets of 

00:09 Palin steals show as Republicans 

00:09 Obese women 'more likely to 

00:09 Milestone for a prince whose life 

00:09 Watchdog criticises 

00:09 Germany officially in recession as 

00:09 British death toll in Afghanistan 

00:09 US rejects Kremlin's call to scrap 

00:09 Austrian incest father charged 

00:09 From blog posts to mortgage rate, 

00:09 The Dallas reunion at Southfork 

00:09 Brown: major countries must cut 

YESTERDAY

11:38 Problem of obesity tackled 

10:43 Continental market back in town 

10:24 Raids carried out in Limerick 

09:01 Two die in separate road crashes 

08:54 Bank of Ireland`s profits down 

08:31 Two released over Devine murder 

07:59 Savers society runs out of cash 

00:15 Obama's message to the world: we 

00:15 Commandos kill suspected pirates 

00:15 Abu Qatada breached bail 

00:15 UK slips further down global 

00:15 UN to send 3,000 more troops to 

00:15 Tequila turned into diamonds 

00:15 Sudan's president announces 

00:15 Police rule out any murder at care 

00:15 Energy market offers poor deal, 

00:15 Hutton to review use of 

00:15 Review calls for 'pick and mix' 

00:15 Police arrest 19-year-old over 
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Michael McIlveen

Thursday 13 November 2008 16:42 
 
Friend admits hating those `involved in murder` 
 
The trial of murder victim Mickey-Bo McIlveen has heard a friend of murdered schoolboy Mickey-Bo McIlveen admitted hating those 
accused of involvement in his killing. 
 
However he denied he was out for retribution for the May 2006 attack. 
 
The teenager, who cannot be named for legal reasons, also admitted that he partly blames himself for the death of his 15-year-old 
friend, but rejected suggestions he`d fallen into the temptation of sharing that blame with the accused.

 

 
 
"They did enough for themselves," he told Antrim Crown Court where five of six 
young Ballymena youths are on trial for the murder of the schoolboy. 
 
He died from head injuries on May 8 2006, the day after he was chased and 
attacked in an alleyway. 
 
Defence QC Brian McCartney suggested to the teen that his evidence of Mickey-
Bo being kicked up to 70 times was not bourne out by the evidence which he 
had linked to his "desire for retribution for these young men in the dock." 
 
"No sir," replied the teen who initially expressed his dislike for the defendants 
when pressed by their legal team. 
 
When asked again: "Do you hate them?" the teenager admitted: "I would say so 
yes." 
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VOTING POLL SEARCH ARCHIVES UTV NEWS ON AIR
 

Do you think Belfast city centre should be 
fully pedestrianised? Vote and leave your 
comments.

 
 

 
Post a comment   [ 1 comments so far ]  

  

 
Browse through the online news, sport and 
entertainment archives.

 
Enter a keyword above and select the news 
section to search.

 

 
Watch the latest UTV Live at 6 bulletin.
 
Select the quality of your version depending on 
your internet connection

 
Click below to browse through the archives of 
online streaming news.
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